Raptor wiring harness

Log in or Sign up. Ford Raptor Forums. Help Support Ford Raptor Forum by donating:. Jun 23,
at PM 1. Inspired by some others I saw in this forum, I created this custom harness to make it
simple and easy to add accessories to the upfitter switches. The right side harness is the truck
side. I will solder the 6 remaining wires to the 6 upfitter wires in the engine compartment. This
grounds all the ground wires on the pin Deutsch connector. It's extended exactly 20 inches
beyond the other wires to accommodate the extra length from the upfitter wires to the ground
post along a neatly hidden path that I measured with a spare piece of wire. The left side harness
is the accessory side. Any accessory I buy, I will solder a male 2-pin Deutsch connector onto it
and plug it into the upfitter connection of my choice. In this way I can also easily change which
upfitter has each accessory. It's as easy as taking the accessory's plug off the Aux 1 connection
and plugging it back into the Aux 2 connection. For ease of future use, I put wire labels on each
connector showing the Aux switch it corresponds to and its amp rating. I also have a plan for
the pass-through wires. I'll cover that when I get there. I completely get that this level of wiring
is unnecessary. I get that you can have the exact same result by butt splicing directly onto your
upfitter wires. That's not why I did this. I enjoy creating custom wiring harnesses that could
pass for factory equipment. It's a cathartic hobby for me. Jun 23, at PM 2. Cool, nice work. Hey,
I'm sure you know what you are doing, and I certainly can't speak to this, but I read in another
thread the other day that soldering isn't a good idea due to vibration, and that crimping is the
preferred method for automotive applications. Jun 23, at PM 3. Jun 23, at PM 4. After reading
several sources, it appears you are correct. My mind is blown. I will indeed be crimping to the
upfitter wires. Jun 23, at PM 5. And you were able to achieve this with like only 20 posts? Jun
23, at PM 6. Jun 23, at PM 7. Jun 24, at PM 8. That look really great, nice work, and I think
soldering joints is fine unless put in very rigid situations. I would hate to see you cut that
beautiful harness up just to use butt connectors. Jun 24, at PM 9. I just finished up this wiring
project, overkill but perhaps you guys could appreciate it. Jun 24, at PM You must log in or sign
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Please try again later. But you may still have to splice wires!!! Verified Purchase. It fits a Mazda
5. But I have 2 issues with this. First they have 1 blue wire for power antenna, which seems no
modern vehicles use. Second, they lacks wires for Steering Wheel Controls. So if you need to
hookup a steering wheel control module like "Metra Axxess ASWC-1", then you need to splice
wires from the original harness. Why do I have to do that even after buying a harness? Hence 3
stars. Finally I removed "power antenna" wire and "amp" wire from the harness and re-inserted
them to the steering wheel control wires supposed to be. So that way I could avoid splicing
wires. If anyone else needs to know how to remove wires from the harness, usually there is a
empty square above every pin, when you look at it from behind. Insert a small rigid pin or a
small screw driver and push down on it. This will retratract the metal strap holding mechanism
for the pin and while pushing down like that, pull the wire from behind. Then expand the metal
strap to nrmal position and insert in the new position. I used this product for my mazda
protege5, and fit perfect and worked great! We purchase for use with Miata Club receiver install.
Worked flawlessly. Plug and play. I bought this for my friends 03 Mazda Miata so that she could
install an aftermarket head unit and it worked out great. The plug fit the factory radio wiring
harness perfectly. I would highly recommend this to anyone needing to install an aftermarket
radio in their Mazda Miata. One person found this helpful. Did not have the 1P and 1N pins
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lights would not work. I was pissed lol. Used a multimeter to deduce that the harness was in fact
the issue. Got everything connected and the DRLs turned on! I guess all these FORD grilles are
the same and this harness is universal. Cable was very long. Ran the three plugs under the
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